We are in the Big Data era, characterized by an increasing amount of information generated everyday by all the phenomena concerning our life. These data are collected by many information sources and systems ranging from IoT sensors, large databases, social networks and interactive platforms, as well as generic media like images, videos and audios. Thus, to be able to comprehend the phenomena underlying this data there is the need of designing effective visualization tools.
Virtual Reality (VR) technologies are adopted by Okada et al. [16] to perform a spatio-temporal social media data exploration by three-dimensional temporal visualization of tweets of microblogs with location information. They further highlight how VR can used to explore and extract further details tweets of microblogs contents as well as t-temporal attributes of the events.
Afonso and et.al. [1] explore analytics in video games by using visualizations techniques, in particular animated maps, for control and analysis of spatio-temporal information data associated to player performance within game environment.
Garcia et Al. [12] present a collaborative virtual reality environment in which distributed multidisciplinary teams involved in space exploration activities come together and explore areas of scientific interest of a planet for future missions.
The evolution from low to high dimension data requires new approaches for detecting functional dependencies between different dimension. Caruccio et al. [7] propose a visual metaphoric approach for visualizing approximate functional dependencies for big-and multimedia-data.
Malandrino et Al. [15] and Coletta and et al. [9] focu on the limitations of modern music composition tools. Malandrino et Al. [15] highlight the problem of learning and compose a specific type of classical music: music in chorale style. They further demonstrates how additional (visual) information, provided through a specific software tool, could be useful to improve learning and composition of this kind of music.
Coletta and et.al. [9] demonstrate how the natural channels of communication as used by an orchestra conductor can be mapped as gesture-and voice-based multimodal wrapper for music editor applications. The wrapper translates user gestures and music jargon keywords into mouse clicks or keyboard touch-actions.
The next two papers [3, 14] propose new techniques and approaches to improve the visualization of multidimensional graphs. Bruder et al. [3] examine the visualization and interactive analysis of dynamic graphs that contain a large number of time steps of time varying data. Dynamic graph are represented by space-time cubes by stacking the adjacency matrices.
The visualization of undirected graphs and symmetric square matrices are complex, especially for high dimensional graph. A method for visualizing undirected graphs and symmetric square matrices is proposed in [14] . Graphs are transformed into overlapping sets, which in turn visualized by exploiting a set visualization techniques such as Euler diagrams or rainbow boxes.
Visualization techniques are often adopted in Software Engineering for different purposes. In this special issues, two papers are related to software visualization and multimedia control. Software visualization is to aid comprehension technique adopted in the context of software maintenance, reverse engineering, and software evolution analysis. Romano et al. [18] adopts city metaphor, where a program is represented by a city and evaluate its implementation in both a VR-based tool and a 3D-based tool with respect to users' feelings, emotions, and thinking.
Revision control has been widely deployed for text files, but can be inconvenient when applied for multimedia applications because of significant amount of binary data, such as images, videos, meshes, and animations. Castellano et al. [5] propose RECODE, a revision control system for digital images which stores revisions in the form of a directed acyclic graph, where nodes represent editing operations, and edges describe the spatial and temporal relationships between operations.
The rapid growth of multimedia application needs the development of new visualization techniques for analyzing them from different perspectives. Del Fatto et al. [11] present a multimedia analytics application for summarizing and analyzing temporal data captured by eye-tracking experiments, while Koivunen-Niemi [13] proposes the use of temporal visualizations for examining differences in media narrative patterns over time and across publications. In particular, they compare co-occurrences of variables in multimedia content chronologically, which can be more useful in identifying patterns and possible biases in media coverage than simply counting the individual occurrences of those variables independently. The paper proposes a visualization approach, called time-sets, aiming at support the temporal comparisons of such co-occurrences.
The remaining papers in this special issue stand in between theoretical and applicative approaches, by exploring novel applications of visualization techniques.
The scope of the paper proposed by Carrion et al. [6] concerns Taxonomies, semantic resources that help to categorize and add meaning to data by extracting knowledge from large and unstructured data sets. The creation of Taxonomies is very onerous and requires the intervention of domain experts. The paper proposes a semi-automatic taxonomy generation tool for supporting domain experts in building taxonomies that used to automatically create semantic visualizations of data.
Corbatto & Dattolo [10] examine the problem of providing support to teachers which have to conduct their lessons having not only the availability of a huge amount of contents and learning objects on the Web.
Cattaneo et al. [8] investigate the Source Camera Identification problem (i.e., determining the particular digital camera used for taking a given image) on Hadoop, a software framework that provide coding of distributed applications starting from a MapReduce algorithm with little programming efforts.
When users are immersed in a Virtual Reality environment their perception is affected by the environment stimuli. Perales et al. [17] create an interactive VR system which combines the power of VR with other multimedia technologies such as sounds (binaural), music or colors, to study how they affect moods and also to the brainwaves and how they are sensed by the users. To evaluate the system Electro-Dermal Activity is adopted to compare subjective user perceptions against physical parameters variations.
Buono and et al. [4] propose an analysis of air quality data, which may reveal the quality of life and can prevent dangers for the citizen health. This work presents a visual analytics approach to support air quality experts in the analysis of data produced by electronic nose devices. Clustering and visualization techniques are adopted to analyze such data with the support of calendar, map and line graph visualization.
We conclude this editorial with special thanks to both the authors, who decided to share their experience and research, and to the reviewers, who provided very helpful suggestions to clarify and improve the papers. We hope the readers will enjoy the papers collected in this special issue and get inspiration for new ideas and research directions.
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